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About This Content

A mainstay of BR’s locomotive fleet in the 1990s, the Class 90 was a replacement to BR’s ageing fleet of electric locomotives,
and is now available for Train Simulat 5d3b920ae0
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Wonderfull add-on and well worth the money. Detailed cabs in both the loco and DVT. The GEML and Class 90 are a great
match. Setting up the loco makes a nice change compared tomost other scenarios. The only issue I see is not being able to view
inside the coaches.. The class 90 has since moving out from GEML realms, become quite the common or garden engine because
of its versatility in everything from freight, mail and even sleeper trains. Based on the older class 86/87's, it was a close run
thing that this ended up with gradual controls rather than having the tap type controls of its parentage, complete with a very good
speed set control, normal and advanced modes of startup, realistic DSD add to the flavour of driving this smooth engine and
with additional freeware livery packs available out there makes this a very good loco for your collection.. This is an Armstrong
Powerhouse addon, that was released under DTG. Highly reccomend this realistic loco, that comes with basic and advanced
control methods.. Of all the stock I have in TS, the AP Class 90s/DVTs (both their own full version and this pack) are by far my
favourites to drive. It'll take a few goes to remember the start-up routine on the advanced models, but they are well worth the
effort of learning. You'll become a lot more involved in the operation of the train, rather than just opening the throttle and
occasionally waving the brake lever around. If that sounds too involved though, then remember that you get automatic speed
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control, to avoid constant overspeed penalties. Very much recommended by me.. It is cheap (ish) for Armstrong Powerhouse
DLC on the Train Sim store and the sounds are brilliant, You get advanced and HUD modes so that makes it easy to drive as
well. There is cruise control on this which is good as the GEML is generally all 100 mph. I need to mention that GET THIS
WITH THE UK COLLECTION. The uk collection comes with this train, the GEML AND the Portsmouth line AND the class
444 AND the class 66 for just 24.99, the stand alone price of the GEML.. Good Engine good horn and whistle. If you want this
be sure to get the UK collection as it comes with 5 trains and two routes all for the price of one route :P As for the train itself,
it's very nice! Sounds seem good and it's well modeled (seems to be a lack of branding, assuming its a permission problem).. Ok
There is just something about this loco that makes me not wanna stop using it. I have completed all the scenarios that came with
it and yet I want more. Here's what makes it probably my new favourite DLC in train sim PROS It was made by AP and
Waggonz, which is a match made in heaven. Horn is 2 tone and is a lot of fun to mess around with The advanced version is easy
to control. ADV version is cool with alarms going off and such keeping the driver entertained Very photogenic CONS Liveries
are outdated. This is my new favourite train in train sim and we are all hoping for some more AP/Waggonz stuff soon..
Excellent quality DLC, probably because it is not made by RSC, DTG or whatever they are called this week.
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